
 Defeated and Depleted: How Colonizers Drove a Black Nonprofit Out 

 I’m Ramona Curtis, founder and director of UnhousedSTL, a nonprofit established to support and advocate for the 
 unhoused community in St. Louis. 

 I am being personally and professionally targeted with lies and unfounded accusations by Sydwell Hajicek, a white 
 man who lives in suburban St. Louis. Hajicek is the treasurer of Lifeline Aid Group. In his quest to damage my 
 organization, he has launched serious public allegations of fraud and mismanagement that must be addressed. The 
 following is my response to those allegations. 

 Part 1 - The Receipts 

 Hajicek has implied online and privately that I have misused donations, encouraging commenters to use words like 
 “fraud” and “grift.” These allegations are completely false and untrue. Here’s the truth. 

 Pubic Allegations  The Truth  The Receipts 

 Lifeline Aid Group asked us to run the 
 Bethel Church shelter from Feb. 1-8, 
 2022, because they did not have the 
 resources or volunteer base to do so. 

 UnhousedSTL did receive financial 
 support from donors to support the 
 shelter. In addition to reimbursing 
 Hajicek and Bethel Church, we 
 provided food, supplies, clothing and 
 winter gear including boots to guests at 
 the shelter. 

 The donations did go to the personal 
 bank account of Ramona Curtis 
 because UnhousedSTL had not yet 
 been legally incorporated. A business 
 bank account cannot be created without 
 legal paperwork. During this time, our 
 legal status was pending. 
 UnhousedSTL received its 501(c)3 
 nonprofit status in March, 2022 - after 
 the Bethel shelter. 

 No arrangements - verbally or in writing 
 - were ever made to reimburse Bethel 
 Church for utilities or anything else. 
 UnhousedSTL did reimburse Bethel 
 Church $300 for supplies and trash 
 removal as a courtesy, not an 
 obligation. 



 If I am in fact committing fraud for 
 receiving funds into my personal 
 account, how is Hajicek not also 
 committing fraud? 

 During the same time that Hajicek is 
 accusing me of “channeling” funds to 
 my personal bank account, he was 
 receiving funds from UnhousedSTL to 
 his personal bank account. 

 Hajicek was also soliciting the 
 public for funding to go directly into 
 his personal bank account. Here 
 are screenshots of a post that 
 UnhousedSTL shared in Feb. 2021 
 (a whole year before Bethel) of 
 Hajicek “channeling” donations to 
 his personal account. 



 Following these serious public allegations of fraud and mismanagement, UnhousedSTL board president Cate Redfern 
 reached out to Lifeline Aid Group board president Drew Falvey. 

 Here is their response. Not one receipt or document proving mismanagement. They provided one email that I sent 
 and a phone number for a person at Bethel to talk about my behavior; yet they wouldn’t talk to us themselves. Their 
 “plain proof” as they call it is that I received money, I did, and put it into my personal account, I did. 



 Here is the entire email including Hajicek’s replies. As you can see, I state that I never called the media nor wanted to 
 talk to them about anyone being kicked out. As also stated, yes there was a conflict with Bethel and Amanda 
 Reynolds who exhibited anti-homeless behavior. And lastly, yes Hajicek handled the laundry after our organization did 
 all of the packing, moving and cleanup. At the time, it felt like a collaborative effort. 









 So since Hajicek wants to publicly talk about money, let’s talk: UnhousedSTL has consistently supported Lifeline 
 Aid Group financially, giving them a total of $800 in the past year. We have never received one cent from Lifeline 
 Aid. Below are receipts: 

 Jan. 31, 2022  $100 

 Feb. 1, 2022  $185 

 Feb. 3, 2022  $120 



 Feb. 4, 2022  $70 

 Feb. 7, 2022  $65 

 July 27, 2022  $100 



 Nov. 13, 2022  $60 

 Nov. 15, 2022  $100 

 Total amount given to Lifeline Aid/Sydwell Hajicejk from UnhousedSTL/Ramona Curtis in 2022: $800 



 UnhousedSTL has been supporting Lifeline Aid Group - with money, supplies and social media platforming - as 
 recently as November 29, 2022 – just days before the Dec. 3 start of the targeted online attacks. 

 More receipts: 

 When we used to be 
 “friends.” 

 Hajicek collecting 
 supplies from me at our 
 storage site, November 
 16, 2022 

 Hajicek stopping by 
 Heatwave Haven to get 
 supplies, July 23, 2022 

 In addition to financial 
 support, UnhousedSTL 
 had been sharing 
 supplies with Lifeline Aid 
 Group and helping them 
 gain a social media 
 following. 





 Then, following a November 30 disagreement over Kennerly Shelter, which was open for only ONE MONTH, 
 Hajicik decided to “no longer support” UnhousedSTL (he never did) and began a mean-spirited campaign to 
 spread lies against me and my org. 

 In addition to the fraud allegations, Hajicek 
 intentionally lied on Lifeline’s public page about a 
 media story. The post states I went to the media 
 with a story when I clearly told him I did not. 

 My email to Hajicek dated Feb. 7, 2022 about what 
 happened with the media and his response then. 



 Further proof that Hajicek is intentionally smearing me and my character is his statement about intentionally 
 misgendering him. Hajicek is a trans man. Yes I have misgendered him personally but never on purpose and I 
 tried to always correct myself immediately. In this exchange, I share that personal challenge with Hajicek. He 
 called me a “great ally” at the time. 

 Here’s what he says publicly online  Here’s what he says privately to me 

 Here is a public comment in response to Lifeline Aid’s post from an UnhousedSTL volunteer who is a trans man. 

 So why did this harmonious relationship change so drastically? What was it about my one action that caused 
 Sydwell Hajicek to begin a targeted online attack against me? Especially after I intentionally poured so much into 
 him and his nonprofit. And why am I calling him and his team colonizers? Stay tuned for Part 2 of  Depleted and 
 Defeated: How Colonizers Drove a Black Nonprofit Out  . 


